We have obtained spectroscopic redshifts of colour-selected point sources in four wide area VLT-FLAMES fields around the Fornax Cluster giant elliptical galaxy NGC 1399, identifying as cluster members 30 previously unknown faint (−10.5 < M g ′ < −8.8) compact stellar systems (CSS), and improving redshift accuracy for 23 previously catalogued CSS.
ing central cluster galaxies provide observable fossil evidence of cluster evolution (e.g. Moore et al. 1999) . In nearby galaxy clusters, CSS are attractive observing targets as potential trace particles of galaxy assembly (e.g. Blakeslee 2000; Brodie & Strader 2006 ) -for example GCs, numerous around giant elliptical galaxies, are resistant (particularly the most massive examples) over long periods to disruption through tidal forces, and their metal abundance features confirm that they are as old as their host galaxies (Carretta et al. 2000) . Being relatively bright point sources, CSS are excellent targets for wide-field photometry and multi-fibre spectroscopy.
Three major sub-populations of CSS are discussed in the literature.
• Globular clusters (GCs) are gravitationally bound to a specific host galaxy. These are normally found at MV > −11 (V ∼ 20.4 at the distance of the Fornax Cluster), and this magnitude marks a break in the metallicity and size distribution of Fornax CSS according to Mieske et al. (2006) . Excluding the light-saturated innermost region, NGC 1399's GC population has been progressively catalogued by several authors - Dirsch et al. (2004) published a spectroscopicallyconfirmed inner-GC system catalogue of 468 GCs (2 to 9 arcminutes from NGC 1399), and Schuberth et al. (2004) added 160 GCs in the outer parts of the system (8 to 18 arcminutes from NGC 1399, although individual positions were not published). Due to incomplete wide-area redshift data for faint point source targets, the radial extent of NGC 1399's GC system is uncertain -but it is estimated at 45 ± 5 arcminutes (220 to 275 kpc) from wide-area photometry (Bassino et al. 2006a ).
• Intracluster globular clusters (IGCs) are a proposed population of GCs that are not gravitationally bound to a specific host galaxy, having either been tidally stripped from their host galaxy or formed in situ (West et al. 1995; Bekki et al. 2003b) . West et al. (1995) proposed that this potentially large population of IGCs might account for the high GC specific frequency (SN ) of cluster core galaxies such as NGC 1399. IGCs are identified observationally by their location in intracluster space, outside the accepted radial and recessional velocity limits of galaxy-associated GC systems. Wide-area photometry by Bassino et al. (2003) suggested candidate IGCs up to 160 arcminutes from NGC 1399 which are not associated with other galaxies, and recently published wide-area spectroscopy (Bergond et al. 2007 ) has confirmed 61 isolated IGCs up to 34 arcminutes from NGC 1399. However, since cluster core giant elliptical galaxies have very extended GC populations and we lack information on their true spatial motion, it is practically impossible to conclusively determine whether specific GCs are really IGCs.
• Ultra-compact dwarfs (UCDs) are massive and relatively bright CSS with absolute magnitudes −13 MV −11 and typical radii 3 to 5 times larger than GCs. Alternatively labelled ultra-compact objects or dwarfglobular transition objects (Mieske, Hilker & Infante 2002; Haşegan et al. 2005) , they extend into the fundamental plane gap between GCs and dwarf galaxies. Three origins have been proposed for these systems -that they are the bright tail of the GC distribution (e.g. Hilker et al. 1999a ; Drinkwater et al. 2000b ; Phillipps et al. 2001 ; Mieske et al. 2002) ; or massive superstellar clusters formed in galaxy interactions (Fellhauer & Kroupa 2002; Marston et al. 2004 ); or the tidally-stripped remnants of early-type nucleated dwarf galaxies (Bekki, Couch & Drinkwater 2001; Bekki et al. 2003a) . Following the detection of two unusually bright but compact objects by Hilker et al. (1999a) , 60 spectroscopically-confirmed 'UCDs' (both bright and faint) have been catalogued in the central region of the Fornax Cluster (Drinkwater et al. 2000b (Drinkwater et al. , 2004 Gregg et al. 2007 ).
We will avoid the above descriptors, since they assume information about kinematics and origins which we do not possess. Instead we identify CSS sub-populations from an observational perspective as follows: (1) bound CSS are gravitationally bound to galaxies surrounding NGC 1399; the remaining CSS are either (2) bright unbound CSS with MV < −11 (Mieske et al. 2006) or (3) faint unbound CSS with MV −11. In this paper we describe 2004 November observations with the VLT-FLAMES multi-object spectrograph of the central region of the Fornax Cluster, and investigate the distribution of CSS around the giant elliptical galaxy NGC 1399. Our aims are twofold -to extend the redshift-confirmed catalogue of radially-dispersed CSS surrounding NGC 1399; and to investigate whether there are kinematically and photometrically distinct sub-populations (Mieske et al. 2006 ) of bright and faint CSS that are not gravitationally bound to other cluster galaxies.
In section 2 we describe our VLT-FLAMES observations and results. In section 3 we separate the CSS likely to be gravitationally bound to prominent galaxies surrounding NGC 1399. In section 4 we analyse the projected radial distribution, recessional velocity dispersion and photometric properties of the unbound CSS, and in section 5 we summarise our key findings.
Throughout this paper we assume a distance to NGC 1399 of 18.6 Mpc (Richtler et al. 2000) which corresponds to a distance modulus (m − M ) ≃ 31.35.
VLT-FLAMES OBSERVATIONS
The region within a 1
• (∼ 350kpc) radius of NGC 1399 contains numerous extended light sources (mostly elliptical and lenticular galaxies) and unresolved point sources. Photometric catalogues of this region (Ferguson 1989; Hilker et al. 1999a; Hilker et al. 1999b; Karick, Drinkwater & Gregg 2003) provide a good starting point to study the distribution of CSS, since the numerous GCs around NGC 1399 dominate the point source population (compared to foreground Galactic stars and background galaxies) and can be fairly reliably colour selected.
In order to unambiguously eliminate foreground stars and background galaxies and to locate individual cluster members, we have obtained spectroscopic redshifts of colour-selected point sources over a relatively large projected area (four 25-arcminute diameter fields surrounding NGC 1399). Fortunately, the Fornax Cluster is relatively isolated in redshift space -its recessional velocity boundaries are 600 to 2500 km s −1 (Phillipps et al. 2001; Gregg et al. 2007 ). Our results add to those from the original compact object redshift surveys by Hilker et al. (1999a) and Drinkwater et al. (2000a) , and subsequent deeper redshift surveys Drinkwater et al. 2004; Schuberth et al. 2004; Bergond et al. 2007; Gregg et al. 2007) .
We previously surveyed the region around NGC 1399 for CSS with the Two-degree Field multi-object spectrograph (2dF) on the Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT) down to bJ ∼19.8 (Drinkwater et al. 2000b) , and the work of Gregg et al. (2007) extends this to bJ ∼21.5. Our VLT-FLAMES observations were designed to access fainter targets (r ′ < 22.75 or approximately bJ < 23.25) with higherresolution spectroscopy. Although we did not achieve signalto-noise levels sufficient to study internal stellar populations, we have extended the faint end of the wide-area CSS distribution in the Fornax Cluster and significantly improved recessional velocity accuracy for 22 known CSS found with 2dF.
We observed 110-120 targets in each of four 25-arcminute diameter fields (NE, SE, NW and SW) surrounding NGC 1399 -the field coordinates, exposure times and target details are summarised in Table 1 .
Target selection
Our targets were selected from a SExtractor-derived (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) 1 catalogue obtained through deep imaging of the Fornax Cluster with the CTIO Mosaic Imager at the 4-m Blanco Telescope in Chile (Karick 2005) . These images, covering an approximately 70 ′ × 70 ′ region centred on NGC 1399, are in the SDSS five-colour (u ′ g ′ r ′ i ′ z ′ ) wideband photometric system. They have limiting magnitudes of g ′ ∼25.1 and r ′ ∼24.3, and a seeing-limited resolution between 0.8 and 1.24 arcsec (∼70-110 pc at the Fornax Cluster distance). We selected point source targets based on their similarity to a point-spread function (i.e. having an r ′ -band stellarity index 0.7).
Subsequent to our observations, we obtained dereddened g ′ r ′ i ′ photometry (Karick, Drinkwater & Gregg 2007) , calibrated to SDSS DR4 using the extended Landolts stellar library (Stetson 2000) . We use this photometry through the rest of our paper. The average colour offsets between the original and revised photometry for our targets across the four VLT fields are g ′ − r ′ ≃ −0.17 mag and r ′ − i ′ ≃ +0.06 mag. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of point source targets in colour-colour space. CSS in the Fornax Cluster are generally found within or close to the well-defined locus of Galactic stars from lower-left to upper right, reflecting the dominant F-G-K main sequence spectral types of their stellar populations. We selected ∼ 2100 point source targets within a region of colour-colour space encompassing the known 2dF-derived CSS in Fornax (0.37 < g ′ − r ′ < 1.07 and −0.06 < r ′ − i ′ < 0.64 in the revised photometry). To compare our redshift results we specifically included several of the 2dF-derived CSS located within our field boundaries, and we prioritised the remaining targets by r ′ magnitude. 
Observations
Our observations over two nights in 2004 November at Cerro Paranal, Chile were made under ESO observing programme 074.A-0508 with the FLAMES multi-fibre intermediate to high-resolution spectroscopic system attached to the Nasmyth-A focus of the 8-m Kueyen telescope. Each fibre has an aperture of 1.2 arcsec, requiring accurate target astrometry for reliable results -since seeing during the observations was generally less than this aperture, the signal obtained was optimal (see Table 1 ).
With no automatic dispersion correction (ADC), the VLT can efficiently observe only relatively narrow wavebands. We selected bands LR2 (λ 3964-4567Å, R 6400) and LR4 (λ 5015-5831Å, R 6000) covering several strong absorption lines, including the Balmer series (Hβ 4861Å, Hγ 4340Å, Hδ 4102Å), CaII H and K (3968Å and 3934Å), the CH molecule or G band (4324Å),the Mgb triplet (5167-5184Å) and a number of FeI lines. We used the intermediateresolution spectroscopy mode (600 lines mm −1 and a blaze angle of 34
• ) in order to maximise the number of targets observed at a S/N level sufficient to identify these key absorption lines. Resolution elements in the raw image are 0.094Å (LR2 filter) and 0.136Å (LR4 filter), but after sky subtraction and other pipeline processing this increases to 0.2Å per bin. At this resolution a single absorption line feature can achieve a recessional velocity error of cz ∼15 km s −1 , but combining multiple features further reduces this error to a few kilometres per second.
Data reduction and redshift measurement
Raw spectral images were processed using the default settings with VLT-GIRAFFE pipeline data reduction soft- ware 2 . Sky-subtracted spectra were then examined with IRAF's SPLOT task to eliminate remaining sky features, cosmic rays, and CCD light leakage. To obtain redshifts we used IRAF's XCSAO to initially crosscorrelate (Tonry & Davis 1979) target spectra in each wavelength band to 1.4Å-resolution standard stellar templates (Jacoby, Hunter & Christian 1984) , identifying the VLT-FLAMES target spectra with the highest cross-correlation R-values. We then used these target spectra as crosscorrelation templates, having the required resolution (0.2Å) for higher precision cross-correlation to the remaining VLT-FLAMES target spectra.
We identified acceptable redshift measurements through cross-correlation R-values as follows
• In general, we selected the redshift result of the template with the highest R-value in either the blue or red waveband, using as a reliability threshold the minimum R-value of 4.2 for the 22 Fornax Cluster CSS originally discovered with 2dF and reconfirmed in our VLT-FLAMES results.
• We rejected as unreliable cross-correlation results for targets where the highest R-value was less than 3.
• Multiple independent wavelength bands are preferable to confirm the redshift of targets for which we only have low S/N, narrow waveband spectra. For targets with highest Rvalues between 3 and 4.2, we accepted those that produce similar redshifts for a majority of templates in both independent VLT-FLAMES wavebands (obtained on different nights). For the remainder, we individually inspected and assessed the strength of their absorption features in the blue and red wavebands.
Results
Fig. 2 summarises our results by apparent magnitude -we observed 468 targets from our colour-selected point source catalogue, and finally accepted 156 redshifts (from 289 redshifts with R-values 3). The accepted redshifts comprise 98 Galactic stars (cz < 600 km s −1 ), one background galaxy and 57 Fornax Cluster objects (600 cz 2500 km s −1 ). Of 133 targets whose redshifts we rejected from individual inspection of their spectra, only 7 had (poorly correlated) redshifts within the Fornax Cluster range.
The 57 confirmed Fornax Cluster objects comprise 4 known member galaxies (cross-checked with NED 3 and in- advertently targeted due to point source confusion by SExtractor), and 23 known and 30 new CSS. As Fig. 3 shows, we have significantly extended the faint limit of known redshifts in our target catalogue. Table 2 lists positions, photometry and recessional velocities for the cluster dwarf galaxies and CSS observed in our four VLT-FLAMES fields, together with 2dF-derived CSS which are potentially bound to prominent galaxies surrounding NGC 1399 (see analysis in the next section). nology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (http://nedwww.ipac.caltech.edu). Table 2 . Bound and Unbound CSS. Coordinates (J2000) and de-redenned photometry are from recalibrated CTIO imaging (Karick et al. 2007 ). The stellarity index (sgc-r), derived by SExtractor from r ′ band photometry (Karick 2005; Karick et al. 2007) , compares the target light profile to a point-spread function (0 extended object; 1 point source). Velocities (cz) are heliocentric recessional. 2dF revised velocity data are derived from Drinkwater et al. (2000b) and Gregg et al. (2007) . FCOS data are from the Fornax Compact Object Survey (Mieske et al. 2004 ). Bergond data are from VLT-FLAMES spectroscopy (Bergond et al. 2006) . R-values shown in brackets are from the previously published redshift measurement with the lowest error margin. The full version of this table can be found in the Supplementary Material section of the online paper at http://www.blackwell-synergy.com. 
Assessment of target selection criteria
Having identified a significant number of spectroscopicallyconfirmed Fornax Cluster CSS, we can now assess the effectiveness of our target selection criteria. Table 2 shows that nearly all the new, faint CSS are point sources with r ′ -band stellarity index 0.97. CTIO images of the new systems confirm that they are unresolved point sources at 1 arcsec resolution, although as noted in Table 2 the stellarity index values of 4 CSS have been reduced by blending with adjacent non-cluster objects. Fig. 5 compares the colour-space distribution of redshift confirmed CSS to the point source targets in our four VLT-FLAMES fields. A two-dimensional K-S test (Press et al. 1992 ) shows a statistically significant difference (K-S Dstatistic 0.28, probability statistic 4 < 0.001) between these two distributions -spectroscopically-confirmed CSS generally have higher r ′ − i ′ at given g ′ − r ′ than the stellar locus. Our redshift results have implications for future targeting of CSS in the Fornax Cluster central region. Of 156 accepted redshifts in our data, 4 were known galaxies and 22 were known Fornax UCDs, leaving 130 previously unknown redshifts from which our new faint CSS (31 objects listed in Table 2 ) represent a yield of ∼ 25 per cent. Based on our results, we could with hindsight have applied more restrictive target selection criteria to maximise our likelihood of finding the fainter Fornax CSS by (i) Further restricting our point source catalogue to those 4 The probability statistic measures the likelihood that both samples are randomly selected from the same underlying population.
having an r ′ -band stellarity index 0.97. This would not apply to surveys for the more luminous CSS, which are sometimes more extended (with lower stellarity index values).
(ii) Limiting our targets to those having g ′ − r ′ colours between 0.45 and 0.9 (see Fig. 5 ).
(iii) Additionally limiting our targets to those with colour index (g ′ − r ′ ) 2(r ′ − i ′ ) + 0.2, placing them to the right of the line shown in Fig. 5 and excluding a significant number of targets located within the overall stellar locus (see Fig.  1 ).
Although we would have missed targeting a small number of the newly-discovered CSS, we estimate that these tighter selection criteria would have significantly increased our faint CSS yield to ∼ 45 per cent of the accepted redshifts.
ELIMINATING CSS BOUND TO GALAXIES SURROUNDING NGC 1399
The accumulated catalogue of radially-dispersed, redshiftconfirmed CSS (2dF plus VLT-FLAMES) extends 47 arcminutes radially from NGC 1399, encompassing many prominent (non-dwarf) cluster galaxies within the Fornax Cluster central region. To analyse the distribution of CSS potentially associated with NGC 1399, we firstly eliminate systems that are satellites of (i.e. gravitationally dominated by) these prominent galaxies. Our approach is to provisionally associate CSS with a cluster galaxy if they are located within (or not far outside) its projected tidal radius -de- termined by the opposing gravitational forces of the galaxy and NGC 1399. Table 3 lists the coordinates and observed features of the prominent Fornax Cluster galaxies within 1
• of NGC 1399, obtained from the Fornax Cluster Catalogue (Ferguson 1989) and from HyperLEDA 5 . Since HyperLEDA does not contain central velocity dispersion measurements for all these galaxies, we obtained a BT to σ conversion relation (log(σ 4 ) = [16.0 ± 0.8] − [0.6 ± 0.7]BT based on the FaberJackson relation, which depends upon the virial theorem) from 15 elliptical or lenticular galaxies having σ measurements, as shown in Fig. 6 . We then applied this conversion to obtain the estimated σ values shown in italics in Table 3 .
Nearly all of the galaxies are elliptical or lenticular, for which we have calculated virial masses (mvir) from their effective radii (R ef f containing half the luminosity) and central stellar velocity dispersion (σ), using the formula mvir ≃ R ef f (1.65σ) 2 /G (Padmanabhan et al. 2004) . For the two spiral galaxies FCC 121 and FCC 285, we have calculated dynamical masses (mrot) from HyperLEDA data, using the formula mrot = R25V 2 max /G. R25 is the radius along the projected major axis at the isophotal level 25 mag arcsec −2 in the B-band, and Vmax is the maximum rotation velocity corrected for inclination. To derive tidal radii we use the Jacobi limit approximation rt ≃ (m/3M ) 1/3 D (Binney & Tremaine 1987) where m is the mass of a prominent galaxy calculated as above, M is the mass of NGC 1399 estimated from X-ray emission (Jones et al. 1997) , and D is the projected separation. As expected, the average tidal radius is smaller for galaxies closer to NGC 1399. a. The mass of NGC 1399 is estimated from X-ray emission (Jones et al. 1997 ).
For several of these galaxies, we can compare our tidal radius calculations to published GC radial distribution limits 6 estimated from deep photometry. For NGC 1379 and NGC 1387, our tidal radii agree with the estimated GC limits of 162 and 186 arcsec respectively (Bassino, Richtler & Dirsch 2006b ). For NGC 1374, NGC 1380 and NGC 1427, our tidal radii are significantly greater than the estimated GC limits of respectively 132 arcsec (Bassino et al. 2006b ), 250-300 arcsec (Forte et al. 2001) and 200 arcsec (Kissler-Patig et al. 1997 ) -in these cases we suggest that the GC radial extent is not being tidally truncated by NGC 1399. For NGC 1404, which is within NGC 1399's X-ray halo, there are published GC limits of approximately 200 arcsec (Richtler et al. 1992 ) and 240 arcsec (Forbes et al. 1997 ) -at least two times our calculated tidal radius. However, the allocation of bound CSS would not be altered if we doubled our calculated tidal radius for NGC 1404.
CSS within or near to the tidal radius of prominent galaxies other than NGC 1399 are indicated by entries in the last two columns of Table 2 . We then apply an escape velocity filter to these provisionally identified bound CSS. In the absence of secondary distance indicators, redshift-derived recessional velocity is a combination of two unknowns -peculiar velocity and distance. Since we have redshift information 6 GC radial distribution limits are defined to be where the projected radial profile of GC number density falls to the observed background level.
rather than true distances, we assume that a CSS is as close as possible in real space to its associated prominent galaxy, having a real spatial separation equal to the sky-projected separation -this maximises the gravitational binding force and consequent escape velocity. A CSS and its associated galaxy are assumed to be gravitationally bound if their recessional velocities differ by less than the escape velocity vesc = (2GM galaxy /r) 1/2 at their projected radial spatial separation r. The final column of Table 2 lists the ratio of the recessional velocity difference (between the CSS and its potentially associated galaxy) and the escape velocity at the projected radius. Therefore a ratio less than 1 implies they are gravitationally bound.
By this method we suggest that 11 of the redshiftconfirmed CSS can be confidently associated with cluster galaxies other than NGC 1399, and we exclude them in our following analysis. Fig. 7 shows the projected positions of redshift-confirmed CSS and prominent cluster galaxies surrounding NGC 1399, overlaid with the VLT-FLAMES field boundaries and the tidal radii of prominent galaxies. Three prominent galaxies that have bound CSS are labelled.
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Having eliminated CSS bound to prominent cluster galaxies other than NGC 1399, we analyse the radial density distribution, recessional velocity distribution and colour-magnitude relation of the remaining unbound CSS, using the combined Drinkwater et al. 2000b; Gregg et al. 2007 ) and VLT-FLAMES (solid triangles), overlaid with our four 25-arcminute diameter VLT-FLAMES fields (dotted circles). We show the projected tidal radii (unfilled circles) of prominent cluster galaxies -CSS considered to be gravitationally bound to these galaxies are enclosed within squares. Our wide-field spectroscopy provides new data between the redshift-confirmed Dirsch et al. (2004) GCs which extend to 9 arcminutes from NGC 1399, and the wide-field photometry of Bassino et al. (2006a) who estimates the extent of NGC 1399's GC system at 45 ± 5 arcminutes. data from 2dF (Drinkwater et al. 2000b; Gregg et al. 2007 ) and VLT-FLAMES. We separate the unbound CSS into two sub-populations -brighter or fainter than the metallicity and kinematic break found by Mieske et al. (2004 Mieske et al. ( , 2006 at
We also compare the unbound CSS data to previously published data for NGC 1399's GC system and dwarf galaxies in the central region of the Fornax Cluster. For the spectroscopic surveys where individual object coordinates are available Drinkwater et al. 2000b; Bergond et al. 2007; Gregg et al. 2007 ), we convert to CTIO g ′ r ′ i ′ photometry (Karick et al. 2007 ) by matching object positions in both catalogues. No coordinates were available for the 160 NGC 1399 GCs spectroscopically identified by Schuberth et al. (2004) , so we were unable to compare our results in detail to this data. For candidate GCs derived from large sample photometric datasets, we use g ′ = V + 0.3 (where 20.3 < g ′ < 25.7) for the Dirsch et al. (2003) survey, and g ′ = T1 − 0.2 (where 20.3 < g ′ < 25.7) for the Bassino et al. (2006a) survey.
Projected radial distribution
The projected distribution of unbound CSS (see Fig. 7 ) appears anisotropic with respect to NGC 1399 -the major axis (best-fitting line through the projected distribution) of unbound CSS is rotated 84 ± 5
• from N through E. This is not an artefact of the incomplete field coverage of our VLT-FLAMES observations, since the 2dF-derived CSS (covering the entire field shown in Fig. 7 ) displays the same projected distribution. Table 4 tabulates the radial surface density distribution of unbound 2dF and VLT-FLAMES CSS located within the VLT field boundaries. The radial bins are set to contain approximately equal numbers of targets within our VLT-FLAMES fields, which extend radially between 4 and 34 arcminutes from NGC 1399. Completeness percentages compare the total number of accepted redshifts (from 2dF and VLT-FLAMES observations) to the total number of potential point sources targets, in each radial range of our VLT-FLAMES fields.
In order to compare our unbound CSS radial density profile to previously published results by Bassino et al. (2006a) , we used their combined blue and red GC number density data (Table 2 in their paper) between 9.5 and 28 arcmin from NGC 1399, as our VLT-FLAMES data only have significant areal coverage within these radial limits. Similarly, from Table 3 in Dirsch et al. (2003) we used the combined blue and red GC number density between approximately 8 and 23 arcmin (0.94 and 1.36 in logarithmic units). Fig. 8 shows that the best-fitting line to our completenessadjusted surface density data (18.6 < g ′ < 22.9) has a slope of −1.6 ± 0.2 in log-log space. Within this radial range our result is similar to the slope of −1.7 (Bassino et al. 2006a ) from photometry of candidate NGC 1399 GCs in a similar magnitude range (19.8 < g ′ < 22.8), and the slope of −1.5 ) from photometry of fainter candidate GCs (23.3 < g ′ < 25.7).
Recessional velocity distribution
In Table 5 we compare the heliocentric recessional velocity data from our observations with other published sources, and in Fig. 9 we show a velocity histogram comparing the unbound 2dF/VLT-FLAMES CSS to NGC 1399's inner GCs (2 to 9 arcminutes from NGC 1399; Dirsch et al. 2004 ).
The mean recessional velocity of the radially extended 2dF/VLT-FLAMES CSS differs by only ∼ 20 km s −1 from that of NGC 1399's inner GC system. A t-test shows this difference is marginally significant (50 per cent probability that they are drawn from the same population distribution). However, the CSS velocity dispersion is ∼ 80 km s −1 less than that of the NGC 1399 inner GCs. An F-test shows this difference to be highly significant, implying that the CSS and GC populations are kinematically different (0.1 per cent probability that they are drawn from the same population distribution). The CSS velocity dispersion is also ∼ 50 km s −1 less than that reported by Schuberth et al. (2004) for the more extended GC system (8 to 18 arcminutes from NGC 1399). Figure 9 . The heliocentric recessional velocities of 2dF/VLT CSS not gravitationally bound to prominent galaxies surrounding NGC 1399 (hatched histogram) are compared with NGC 1399's inner GC system ) and with NGC 1399 itself (vertical dotted line).
Similarly, there is only a small difference between the mean velocities of unbound CSS and early-type dwarf galaxies in the central region of the Fornax Cluster (63 per cent t-test probability that they are from the same population), but a large difference in velocity dispersions (< 0.005 per cent F-test probability that they are from the same population).
The difference in mean recessional velocities of the bright (MV < −11) and faint sub-populations of CSS is negligible, as confirmed by a t-test (> 99 per cent probability that they are from the same population). The difference in their velocity dispersions is also negligible, as confirmed by an F-test (86 per cent probability that they are from the same population). Fig. 10 compares the radial variation in heliocentric recessional velocity of bright and faint CSS with that of NGC 1399's inner GCs. The maximum radial extent of the bright CSS is ∼ 28 arcmin from NGC 1399, whereas the faint CSS extend to ∼ 47 arcmin. No radial trend is apparent in these data for either sub-population.
We estimate the group rotation of unbound CSS around NGC 1399 by using a non-linear least squares fit of their position angles (θi with respect to NGC 1399) and recessional velocities (vi). The fitted function is of the form vi = vsys + Asin(θi − θ0), where vsys is the mean velocity of the CSS, A is the rotation amplitude and θ0 the position angle of the rotating system (measured from N through E). For the outermost blue GC clusters between 6 and 9 arcmin from NGC1399, Richtler et al. (2004) found a rotation amplitude of 68 ± 60 km s −1 and a position angle of 141
• ± 39
• . With Monte-Carlo simulation, we find a mean unbound CSS recessional velocity of 1472 ± 1 km s −1 (close to that of NGC 1399), rotation amplitude of 75 ± 1 km s −1 (similar to Richtler et al. 2004 ) and rotational position angle of 34
• ± 10 • .
Colour distribution
Fig . 11 shows the colour-magnitude distribution of VLT/2dF-derived unbound CSS and NGC 1399's inner GC system. No colour bimodality is apparent or expected in our CSS data -in the magnitude range 20 < r ′ < 21 Dirsch et al. (2003) finds that GC colours are unimodal, and Bassino et al. (2006a) has confirmed this for more radially extended CSS. The bimodal 'red' and 'blue' faint (r ′ 21) GC sub-populations clearly found by Dirsch et al. (2004) are also not discernible in our more radially extended faint CSS data, probably because our g ′ − i ′ colour index is less sensitive to metallicity than their Washington C − T 1 colour index. The 'blue tilt' has not been previously detected in Figure 11 . Colour-magnitude plot of redshift-confirmed unbound CSS in the Fornax galaxy cluster. Previously catalogued (crosses) and newly-discovered CSS (filled triangles) are compared with NGC 1399 GCs (small dots) from Dirsch et al. (2004) . The dotted horizontal line divides the bright and faint CSS according to the metallicity break at M V = −11 (r ′ = 19.6) found by Mieske et al. (2006) . UCD 3 is a known, particularly bright and extended object. NGC 1399's GC system, and is also not apparent in our CSS data.
The mean colour index (g ′ − i ′ = 1.13 ± 0.33) of the 11 CSS bound to prominent galaxies (not shown in Fig.  11 ) is redder than that of the 80 unbound CSS (g ′ − i ′ = 0.94 ± 0.19). This implied higher metallicity is expected for bound CSS which are closer to their parent galaxies (for example Brodie & Strader 2006) , although Barmby et al. (2007) finds this correlation to be weak in galaxies of the Local Group. Excluding UCD 3 which may be a dwarf galaxy (de Propris et al. 2005) , the mean colour index of the bright unbound CSS (g ′ − i ′ = 1.04 ± 0.14 mag) is also slightly redder than that of the faint unbound CSS (g ′ − i ′ = 0.92 ± 0.19 mag), as might be expected given their higher metallicity (see Mieske et al. 2006) . Fig. 12 shows the g ′ −i ′ colour index values of the bright and faint CSS as a function of radial distance from NGC 1399. There is no significant trend with increasing radius.
SUMMARY
CSS are potential trace particles of galaxy assembly and observable fossil evidence of cluster evolution. The origin of bright CSS is unclear -they may be the bright tail of the GC distribution, merged superstellar clusters formed in galaxy interactions, or the tidally-stripped remnants of nucleated dwarf galaxies. The Fornax Cluster is a prime nearby target to systematically map the distribution of CSS over a large area with multi-fibre spectroscopy. While 2dF mapping (Drinkwater et al. 2000a; Gregg et al. 2007 ) of the brighter radially-dispersed CSS has been completed within a 1
• ra- dius around NGC 1399, extended exposure times or larger light-gathering power are needed to obtain reliable redshifts at the typical magnitudes of fainter CSS (see Fig. 3 ). As Fig. 13 illustrates, our VLT-FLAMES observations extend the faint limits of more widely dispersed CSS, and improve the recessional velocity accuracy of redshiftconfirmed CSS in the central region of the Fornax Cluster. We have improved redshift accuracy for 23 known CSS and 3 member galaxies, obtained the first spectroscopic redshift measurement for member galaxy FCC 171, and measured redshifts for 30 new CSS. Our redshift results also establish significantly tighter target selection criteria, which we estimate could increase the yield of faint Fornax CSS to ∼ 45 per cent in future observations.
After excluding from our analysis 11 CSS dynamically associated with prominent galaxies surrounding NGC 1399, we are left with a catalogue of 80 redshift-confirmed unbound CSS surrounding NGC 1399. The following findings relate to these 80 unbound CSS (a sufficiently large data set to overcome small number statistics) unless otherwise stated (i) CSS are mostly located off the main stellar locus in colour-colour space, suggesting that they have a significant red stellar population component rather than being dominated by young blue stars.
(ii) The projected distribution of unbound CSS about NGC 1399 is anisotropic, following the galaxy distribution within the Cluster, and there is weak evidence for group rotation about NGC 1399.
(iii) The completeness-adjusted radial surface density profile of 46 spectroscopically-confirmed CSS located in our four VLT-FLAMES fields has a slope of −1.7 ± 0.2 in log-log space. This result is similar to the slope of −1.6 (Bassino et al. 2006a) for photometry-derived candidate NGC 1399 GCs in a similar magnitude range, and the Figure 13 . The g ′ -band magnitude and radial distance of redshift-confirmed CSS from NGC 1399. We show NGC 1399's inner GCs (dots) from Dirsch et al. (2004) , and the more radially extended CSS from observations with 2dF (crosses) and VLT-FLAMES (solid triangles). CSS from 2dF observations which have been reconfirmed with VLT-FLAMES are circled. Early-type dwarf galaxies (open squares) are compiled from various sources as noted in Table 5 . The approximate limits of our VLT-FLAMES data are shown as a dotted line box -4 brighter 2dF-derived CSS were also targeted for redshift reconfirmation.
slope of −1.5 from Dirsch et al. (2003) photometry of fainter candidate GCs. However, due to binning (of a smaller data set in this case), our result is subject to uncertainty from small number statistics.
(iv) The CSS mean heliocentric recessional velocity (1464 ± 25 km s −1 ) is between that of NGC 1399's inner GC system and that of the surrounding dwarf galaxies, but the CSS velocity dispersion is approximately 80−140 km s −1 lower than for these other cluster populations.
(v) The mean colour of 14 bright CSS (MV < −11) is 0.1 mag redder than the 66 faint CSS, suggesting they may have higher metallicity, subject to the uncertainty caused by small number statistics.
(vi) CSS show no significant trend in g ′ − i ′ colour index with radial distance from NGC 1399. (Karick et al. 2007 ). The stellarity index (sgc-r), derived by SExtractor from r ′ band photometry (Karick 2005; Karick et al. 2007) , compares the target light profile to a point-spread function (0 extended object; 1 point source). Velocities (cz) are heliocentric recessional. 2dF revised velocity data are derived from Drinkwater et al. (2000b) and Gregg et al. (2007) . FCOS data are from the Fornax Compact Object Survey (Mieske et al. 2004 ). Bergond data are from VLT-FLAMES spectroscopy (Bergond et al. 2006) . R-values shown in brackets are from the previously published redshift measurement with the lowest error margin. 
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